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Abstract 

The author committed to exploring the generation and nature of black hole 

from a different point of view and then wrote this article. At first the author 

came up with the Postulate of black hole particle by comparison of a black 

hole’s properties with that of a particle’s, and then attempted to redefine the 

black hole based on the further understanding of general relativity, which 

regards that it’s the virtuality of spacetime rather than the curvature of 

spacetime that generates the black hole, and further the author reinterpreted 

the phenomenon of black hole according to the Model of new particle and the 

Hamilton tensor equation, and the black hole particle so produced has become 

the physical space of tensor distribution as determined by the Hamilton tensor 

equation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

According to the relevant literature, a black hole is a region of curved spacetime 

exhibiting such strong gravitational effects that nothing—not even particles and 

electromagnetic radiation such as light—can escape from inside it. The boundary of 

the region from which no escape is possible is called the event horizon.[1] And then 

how should we further interpret this phenomenon and especially what on earth is the 

nature of black hole? The author wrote this article to further look into this issue. 
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2. OVERVIEW 

In order to better understand the raised issue let us have a look at what properties a 

black hole would normally have. Through the work of Brandon Carter and others the 

no-hair theorem emerged, stating that a stationary black hole solution is completely 

described by the three parameters of the Kerr–Newman metric which are mass, 

angular momentum, and electric charge, and further no photons or particles can 

escape from its event horizon whereas the outside photons and particles can enter into 

the event horizon.[1] Considering it’s only dominated by the three parameters, a black 

hole appears to be as simple as a particle, which also concentrates the same three 

parameters to a very small region, thus it seems that a black hole is quite similar to a 

particle in this regard. But in the meanwhile taking into account the existence of event 

horizon the difference between a black hole and a particle would appear so evident. 

 

3. THE POSTULATE OF BLACK HOLE PARTICLE 

The author would imagine that the difference between a black hole and a particle may 

be just apparent and not so fundamental. Now that the final properties of the black 

hole are to be only determined by the three parameters attributed to the particle, based 

on this resemblance the author might as well assume that a black hole itself could be 

deemed as a particle or under normal conditions a black hole could just be assumed as 

a relatively big particle, in some instances we know a black hole is not actually so big 

though. The black hole so assumed could then be referred to as the black hole particle 

and this assumption could be referred to as the Postulate of black hole particle. If a 

black hole is assumed as a particle, how should we define and depict the black hole? 

Now we would review how the black hole was originally proposed. Then we know 

that the black hole was firstly proposed based on the general relativity or to some 

extent the black hole is actually the outcome of general relativity, which would 

interpret the gravitational field as the curvature of spacetime and thus forecast that the 

black hole is a region with a very big curvature of spacetime and a corresponding very 

strong gravitation. 

However, according to the relevant literature[2][3][4], the author has further 

developed the general relativity, which is to substitute the virtuality of spacetime for 

the curvature of spacetime, and specifically it is to substitute the Model of new 

particle for the Einstein-de Broglie relationship and substitute the Hamilton tensor 

equation for Einstein field equation(EFE) and so reinterpret the origin of matter or 

energy from a new perspective. Therefore, with the deepening understanding of 

general relativity, the author believes the foundation on which the black hole was 

originally proposed has now changed and thus it is necessary to redefine and depict 

the black hole. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brandon_Carter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No-hair_theorem
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_hole#cite_note-HeuslerNoHair-36
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Based on the Postulate of black hole particle and the further understanding of general 

relativity, the author would then attempt to redefine and depict the black hole. 

Specifically the Model of new particle could be formulated as follows 
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The physical meaning of the Model of new particle is: The new particle’s energy E 

and time t could be formulated by the above formula (1), the new particle’s 

momentum p and coordinate q could be formulated by the above formula (2), and the 

new particle itself is in essence the action quantity i.e. S1 or S2. Thus the Model of 

new particle is in nature more complete than the Einstein-de Broglie relationship 

which redefines the relationship between energy and time or momentum and 

coordinate in the form of action quantity. 

Furthermore, corresponding to the above two formulas (1) and (2) of new particle, the 

following two Hamilton tensor equations (3) and (4) further depict the system’s state 

and evolution in two different ways respectively, specifically, what the equation (3) 

depicts is the generation and distribution of system’s energy and what the equation (4) 

depicts is the generation and distribution of system’s matter.  
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The author believes that the Model of new particle and Hamilton tensor equation 

would not only apply to the depiction of new particle but also apply to depiction of 

black hole particle as assumed above. 

 

4. THE INTERPRETATION OF THE BLACK HOLE PHENOMENON 

According to the above discussion, how should we reinterpret the black hole which is 

a region of curved spacetime that nothing—not even particles and electromagnetic 

radiation such as light—can escape from inside its event horizon?  

At first the author believes the black hole should not be the outcome of spacetime’s 

curvature. 

According to the above Hamilton tensor equations, it’s not the curvature of spacetime 

but virtuality of spacetime that constitutes the origin of matter and energy, and it 
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should be noted that the very “virtuality” is not really empty or nothing but it should 

be the sort of existence as represented by Hamilton’s state, and thus the author 

believes that the black hole is not supposed to be a region with a very big curvature of 

spacetime but it should be considered as a region or heavenly body as generated by 

the virtuality of spacetime, that is to say, the process of black hole’s generation should 

go through a course of creating reality out of virtuality with the mechanism to be the 

Hamilton tensor equations. Specifically, according to the Hamilton tensor equations, 

the “virtuality” is the Hamilton state and the “reality” is the corresponding 

energy-time tensor distribution(or momentum-coordinate tensor coordination) and its 

corresponding physical space, and the black hole could just be deemed as the physical 

space so produced. 

It can be then noted that the evolution of spacetime should go through three different 

stages. The first stage is the flat spacetime as interpreted by Newton, the second stage 

is the curved spacetime as defined by Einstein, and the third stage is the “virtual” 

spacetime as depicted above, from which the black hole comes into being with the 

mechanism to be the Hamilton tensor equations. 

As for the explanation of black hole’s event horizon, if the Hamilton tensor equations 

are used to depict the generation of black hole, by solving the Hamilton tensor 

equations the Hamilton state would represent as the energy-time tensor distribution or 

momentum-coordinate tensor distribution, or the physical space or spacetime 

corresponding to both these distributions, and the so called event horizon could just be 

deemed as the boundary of this very spacetime. Therefore, the magnitude of the event 

horizon of black hole could be obtained by solving the Hamilton tensor equations. 

Furthermore, due to the very spacetime of tensor distribution actually integrates time, 

space, matter and energy into oneness, the black hole so produced would just 

resemble something like a super “smelter” that any particles including light would be 

melted down once entering into it. Or exactly, once entering into the black hole the 

particles including light would not keep their original forms or properties and would 

integrate or vanish in the very tensor spacetime of black hole and become the 

integration of time, space, matter and energy. Therefore, as a matter of fact it’s not 

that the particles and light cannot escape from its event horizon but the black hole 

itself which serves as the existence of a higher level doesn’t permit the existence of 

particles’ or light’s forms or properties inside it. Thus no wonder we’ll never see the 

particles or light escaping from the black hole. 

It should be indicated that the tensor spacetime representing the black hole is in 

essence the more concrete existence of a lower level compared with the “virtuality” of 

spacetime as represented by the Hamilton state. However, this tensor spacetime would 

be the existence of a higher level compared with the existing particles and their 
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interactions, that is to say, the existing particles and their interactions should all 

originate from this very tensor spacetime. 

Based on the above discussion, the black hole particle itself could be expressed by the 

formulas of new particle and its movement could be depicted by the Hamilton tensor 

equation. Therefore, if the Model of new particle could cover the black hole, the 

difference between a black hole and a particle should not be fundamental but apparent, 

that is to say, the black hole is in essence the particle or there should be no 

fundamental difference between a black hole and a particle, or exactly, the physical 

law should be form invariant as far as the depiction of black hole and particle is 

concerned, and this is also why the final properties of black hole would just be 

determined by the three parameters attributed to the particle. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The perspective of this article about the generation and nature of black hole is actually 

based on the further development of general relativity, which is to use the virtuality of 

spacetime rather than the curvature of spacetime as the foundation of black hole’s 

generation and existence, and thus the black hole itself is no more than some sort of 

special particle which can be formulated by the Model of new particle and Hamilton 

tensor equations, and the virtuality of spacetime from which the black hole is 

originated should represent the existence of a higher level relative to the existing 

particles and their interactions. 
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